To: The Zen Studies Society Board of Directors
From: Mu Shin Frank LoCicero, Former Zen Studies Society Board Member
January 10, 2010
Dear Board Members:
It is my understanding that today a vote will be taken with respect to the relationship
Reverend Shimano will have with Zen Studies Society. It is my recommendation that the
Society severe all ties with Reverend Shimano.
Recall that the Zen Studies Society was established in 1956 by Cornelius Crane to help
assist the scholar Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki in his work and to help promulgate Zen
Buddhism to Western countries. In 1965 with the help of others, Reverend Shimano took
over the administration of the Society. However within ten years he had seriously shamed
and damaged the credibility of the Society.
Still, in 1982 an unfortunately small number of us on the board saw that the only right
way to proceed with respect to the number of problems presented by the Reverend
Shimano was expulsion. We came to this conclusion after much discussion and
consideration. However, perhaps, it was critically erroneous that we did not make it
widely known that we did have the support of Eido's teacher Soen Nakagawa, Roshi.
Soen Roshi told Jochi that “Eido’s shame is Soen’s shame, the shame of Dai Bosatsu is
the shame of Ryutaku-ji and every Buddhist monastery in the world.” Soen Roshi told me
"Eido Roshi is No Roshi."
Since Jochi had already resigned, we did not have even a simple majority on the board
for expulsion, but the recognition of the seriousness of the problem by the other members
of that board resulted in compromise which was for Rev. Shimano to take a leave of
absence. Sadly, that leave did no good. At the time I did not see any possibility of
changing enough of that board's mind, I regrettably resigned, and walked away from Zen
Studies Society.
Sadly, even some 28 years later there has been no evidence of real improvement in Rev.
Shimano's behavior.
Now with the support of many - many in the Maha Sangha, and many Zen Teachers, I
ask again that Eido be dismissed from Zen Studies Society. Thereafter the Society will
have to work hard and skillfully to restore the reputation of practice at the Society's
temples.
Gassho,
Mu Shin Frank LoCicero

